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MORE SMART METER ARRESTS IN ROHNERT PARK WHERE WELLINGTON ENERGY DEPLOYMENT
IS BLOCKED THIS MORNING
"This Time it's Grandmothers Who Don't Want Their Grandchildren Exposed to Constant RF
from Smart Meters"
This morning in Rohnert Park, Wellington Energy, PG&E's subcontractor who installs Smart
Meters all over the Bay Area, was blocked from leaving their deployment yard by about two
dozen angry grandmothers, dads, and just ordinary citizens who are outraged by PG&E's
stonewalling their legitimate health and safety concerns about Smart Meter RF.
The Rohnert Park police arrested Deborah Tavares of Sebastopol and Ilona Gallo of Novato
around 8am this morning for blocking the trucks carrying the Smart Meters ready for forced
deployment.
"People are becoming increasingly angry about their civil liberties being rolled over as the CPUC
and PG&E continue to stonewall people's concerns and requests for a Moratorium. Not only is
the CPUC clearly a neutered reglulatory agency, but it is actually enabling PG&E to treat it's
customers with chronic disdain. They recently advertised that disdain by arrogantly declaring
that they will 'ignore' Marin County's Smart Meter Ordinance." said Katharina Sandizell, one of
the mothers arrested December 29th in West Marin.
"I am a grandmother of four grandchildren and the mother of two children and I am seeing the
radiation effects already, headaches and tinnitus as well as children's behavioral problems. Of
great concern is also the loss of privacy and civil liberties that this rollout signifies. I am a native
born Californian and I have been married for 39 years and I have never been arrested.
I became horrified by this whole Smart Meter roll-out a number of months ago in terms of the
loss of freedom and the radiation that it entails." said Deborah Tavares of Sebastopol.
24 independent local governments have demanded a halt to the Smart Meter program. Marin
County (unincorporated areas), Santa Cruz County (unincorporated areas), Watsonville, and
Fairfax have all passed one year Emergency Ordinances banning the meters.
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